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About This Game

WARNING: THIS GAME IS EARLY ACCESS ALPHA. PLEASE DO NOT PURCHASE IT UNLESS YOU WANT TO
ACTIVELY SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT OF THE GAME AND ARE PREPARED TO HANDLE WITH SERIOUS ISSUES

AND POSSIBLE INTERRUPTIONS OF GAME FUNCTIONING.

Short Description

The year is 2019, the news is crawling with fear mongering stories of things to come, the end is near, climate change, WW3,
Asteroids, Civil Unrest and anything else they can think of, but in the background, you can see the government prepping for

something, but what. You decide its time to go off the grid and prepare for the worst.
In this Modern Day Survival Simulator you will be faced with surviving in the Appalachian mountains while you prepare for an

apocalyptic event. Hunt gather, build, explore and trade to get what you need to survive, but keep up with whats going on, its
about to get really bad in the world, will you be prepared, Come and experience BugOut.

The fear of something major coming soon has taken its effect on you. You feel like you need to do something to prepare
yourself to survive the unknown catastrophe. You sell all of your personal belongings and head off to the mountains to start a

new life leaving this old one behind. With only a backpack and a few things to eat you really don't have much to start with, after
hitching a ride into the Appalachians, you are dropped off at a mountainside trader, your adventure starts here.

Before you can do anything you will need to get some experience in bugging out. The game starts off in the Appalachian
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Mountains at a mountainside trading post. Talk to people at the trading post to learn how to get started. Here you can buy some
starter gear and head off into the mountains. You can freely hike around the mountains and learn survival skills, or you can

accept one of the challenges from the Trading post to receive a reward and maybe some extra skill points if you complete the
challenge. As you gain more experience, you will be able to craft more items do more things. While on your Hiking and

Camping you can gather extra herbs and other items, and sell them to the trader for some extra cash. The cash can then be used
to better your gear. After you have reached enough experience, the piece of land beside the trading post will be available to you

at a price. Raise some money and buy the land to start building a full out BugOut home and prepare for the upcoming world-
changing event. You can even make it completely self-sufficient and Off-grid with solar power and a water well. If you want
you can also choose to grow and jar your own food or use the money to buy long-term storable food. Upgrade your home to

survive many different scenarios or if you really want to go all out build a bunker, then stockpile your bunker with everything
you think you will need.Be sure get a radio or PC so you can keep up with what is going on, you never know when the time will

come that you will need to BugOut.

Be sure get a radio so you can keep up with what is going on, you never know when the time will come that you will need to
BugOut.

Will you be prepared?

Prepare as much as you can, an event can happen at random times.
Increase your skills in hunting, fishing, herbalism, building and much more. The better your skill level, the easier it will be to

survive when the disaster strikes.

Disaster Events will not be available during stage 1 or 2 of Early access

When a world disaster strikes you will need to use all you have learned to survive the event.

( Example : If a nuclear war was to happen, you would have to be in a sealed living area, with enough food, water and other
resources you would need to survive the fallout, and then enough to use after the event until you can acquire more, plus you
would need gear to test for radiation and explore infected areas) This is only one example, other events may affect you in an

opposite way.
After the main event has happened at you come out of your home or bunker, you will be faced with lots of new challenges and a

huge open world to explore. Stay in the mountains if you can still sustain, or explore the towns and cities, travel around and
gather more resources to survive. Depending on the event you may have to deal with AI players, or different types of animals,

you just don't know, thats why it is best to prepare all you can before the event.

Game Features

Crafting
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Hunting
Fishing

Gathering
Building

Exploring
Surviving

More to come
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Title: BugOut
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
A2G Studios
Publisher:
A2G Studios
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: I5 3.2ghz or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: 2GB video card

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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Nope. Nope. Nope. Its very clear that this is an indie game in early access, but still. I can't really see how this game can be any
good in the future. Below average graphics, awful sound fx and bad gameplay. Controls are meh (often you can't even see
anything to pick up, but you know its there).
I regret buying this game, but its too late to ask for a refund. All I can do is warn others about this game.

Do NOT buy. 2\/10 and is thrown right into the the category of crap games and hidden in my library for good. What a waste of
money and time.. 10 hours playing before board with the game. Most objects in game have no use. Updates are slow, still
waiting for update due for end of feb. Game seemed to have promise but no improvements have been made since i bought the
game 5 months ago. Will update review if my opinion changes.. 10 hours playing before board with the game. Most objects in
game have no use. Updates are slow, still waiting for update due for end of feb. Game seemed to have promise but no
improvements have been made since i bought the game 5 months ago. Will update review if my opinion changes.. Nope. Nope.
Nope. Its very clear that this is an indie game in early access, but still. I can't really see how this game can be any good in the
future. Below average graphics, awful sound fx and bad gameplay. Controls are meh (often you can't even see anything to pick
up, but you know its there).
I regret buying this game, but its too late to ask for a refund. All I can do is warn others about this game.
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early access, but still. I can't really see how this game can be any good in the future. Below average graphics, awful sound fx and
bad gameplay. Controls are meh (often you can't even see anything to pick up, but you know its there).
I regret buying this game, but its too late to ask for a refund. All I can do is warn others about this game.

Do NOT buy. 2\/10 and is thrown right into the the category of crap games and hidden in my library for good. What a waste of
money and time.
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THE HOUCHI PLAY -THE 放置プレイ- I started Twitter!:
I started Twitter!
https://twitter.com/KoheiGallery. A new work of KoheiGallery will appear!:
A new work of KoheiGallery will appear!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/946300/Shooting_Chicken_Insanity_Chickens/

Metal music shooter game with different hair color than other games!
It is a simple game that punches out with a mouse!
To train mouse operation!
To relieve stress!
Thank you! !. DLC Maid_san's Caving Adventure material collection coming soon!:
Maid_san's Caving Adventure material collection "Maid_san's Caving Adventure Images" will be released!
Image material used in the maid's cave exploration is recorded.
Once you purchase, you can use it for your own game.
How about trying game creation on this occasion?

* Please use after confirming notes when using.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993300/Maid_sans_Caving_Adventure_Images/
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